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 Manuscript title –  

o Elementary forces and particles correlating with ordinary matter, dark matter, and dark energy 

 Abstract – 

o This paper discusses and applies a basis for modeling elementary forces and particles. We show 

that models based on isotropic quantum harmonic oscillators describe aspects of the four 

traditional fundamental physics forces and point to some known and possible elementary particles. 

We summarize results from models based on solutions to equations featuring isotropic pairs of 

isotropic quantum harmonic oscillators. Results include predictions for new elementary particles 

and possible descriptions of dark matter and dark energy.  

 Some such results –   

o Dark matter is (essentially) five copies of ordinary matter. Each of the now six copies has its own 

photons and does not detect the other five sets of photons. Each copy has its own Higgs bosons. 

All six copies share gravity. 

o Dark-energy pressure and dark-energy density of the universe correlate with (essentially) different 

phenomena. Dark-energy pressure correlates with 'non-monopole components' of gravity. 

Observations of dark-energy density correlate with indirect effects, ultimately on ordinary-matter 

photons, of yet other sets each consisting of 'one copy of gravity and six copies of ordinary 

matter.' 

 Links to posted full-text copies (any one link should suffice) – 

o link - Academia.edu  

o link - Research Gate  

o link - viXra.org  

o link - my site, on this page 

 Some notes –   

 (Section III) – In the large paragraph on manuscript page 3, I should delete the phrase 'atomic nucleus' 

and clarify that, there, discussion regarding the strong interaction pertains to asymptotic freedom and/or 

constituents of composite particles. 

 (Section VII) – I might add a note to the effect that (given the proposed explanation of dark matter) the 

theory might explain dispersal of material sufficient to produce properly sized galaxies. 

 (Other) – Suggestions are welcome, especially regarding the following. 

o Observations with which this work may not comport. 

o Phenomena with which traditional physics theory may not dovetail well and extensions to this 

paper might help explain. 

o Extending this work to make other predictions. 

o Using bases of this work to extend or unite traditional physics theories and/or to indicate limits 

on the applicability of traditional physics theories. 

o People, forums, organizations, and other entities that might have interest in this work. 
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